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Foreword

It is with great pleasure that we can present a facsimile edition of the Narratio 
Prima by Georg Joachim Rheticus. This book, an abstract and resumé of 
Nicolaus Copernicus’ De Revoltionibus, was written when both these schol-
ars were staying at Lubawa Castle in the summer of 1539. Their host was 
a friend of Copernicus, Tiedemann Giese, the Bishop of Culm. Published 
three years before the work of Copernicus, the Narratio Prima recounts, 
in a clear and concise manner, the heliocentric theory of the great Polish 
scholar. We have also prepared the first-ever translation of Rheticus’ book 
for Polish readers, published in its own separate volume.

Several years ago, I had an interesting discussion with Professor Jarosław 
Włodarczyk from the Institute for the History of Science at the Polish 
Academy of Sciences about the significance of the time Nicolaus Copernicus 
spent in the land of Lubawa. It is this charming land, shaped by a melting 
glacier, that the Nicolaus Copernicus Foundation, whose works I am hon-
oured to oversee, has chosen for its seat. It is also here that the Nicolaus 
Copernicus Foundation has constructed its two astronomical observatories, 
in Truszczyny and Kurzętnik. 

It was at Lubawa Castle that Nicolaus Copernicus, persuaded by his 
friends Giese and Rheticus, decided to publish his work. This canonical book 
was later to become one of the milestones of modern science. Moreover, it 
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is in Lubawa that Rheticus, amazed by the groundbreaking theory exposed 
by his teacher in De Revolutionibus, wrote his own book. The Narratio 
Prima had had two editions before Copernicus’ book was published, and it 
is from the former that scholars first became acquainted with theories from 
the Frombork canon. 

I am deeply grateful to Professor Jarosław Włodarczyk for his encourage-
ment and inspiration in publishing Rheticus’ book. Professor Włodarczyk 
has also written the introduction to the present edition.

The highest editorial and publishing standards have been ensured by the 
University of Warsaw Press. 

The present book is being published with funds provided by the European 
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development – Europe Investing in Rural Areas. 
My success in the difficult application procedure was thanks to the aid 
of Michał Markowski and Karol Draśpa from the ‘Land of Lubawa’ Local 
Initiative Group and Mikołaj Miros from the Marshal Office in Olsztyn. 

I am also grateful to the local government of the Varmia and Masuria 
Voivodeship, to Marek Brzezin, Marshal of the Varmia and Masuria 
Voivodeship, and to Zdzisław Fadrowski, the Director of the Department of 
Culture and Education.

I would also like to thank the local authorities of Lubawa and Mayor 
Maciej Radtke for their continued support in the realisation and promotion 
of this project. The traditions related to Nicolaus Copernicus are exception-
ally vivid in Lubawa.

The promotion of this project was also aided by entrepreneurs. The Board 
of Directors of PGE Dystrybucja S.A. has supported our activities for years. 
My special gratitude goes to its presidents, Marek Goluch and Grzegorz 
Dolecki, as well as to the company’s press officer, Monika Stanisławek. My 
sincere thanks go to Medcom Ltd. and its president, Jerzy Linka. 

I would also like to thank Gabriel Chojak, president of Dekorglass S.A., 
a company based in Działdowo. The bottles manufactured by Decorglass are 
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truly the finest in the world. Marek Liberacki, the owner of LIBRO, a man-
ufacturing company specialising in high-quality furniture, also supports all 
our activities, which includes the publication of this book. I would also like 
to express my gratitude to the president of the WAM Hotel Group, Robert 
Małłek. I encourage everybody to visit this company’s hotels in Toruń and 
Kraków, cities related to Nicolaus Copernicus. 

Patronage of the publication has been overseen by the Urania – Postępy 
Astronomy bi-monthly. I hereby thank Dr. Maciej Mikołajewski, the edi-
tor-in-chief of this periodical, one of the world’s oldest periodicals dedicated 
to astronomy, for supporting our activities. 

Finally, I would like to thank my mother, Weronika, for her initiative 
that led to the creation of the foundation and for inspiring me with tales of 
Nicolaus Copernicus in my childhood. 

Robert Szaj
General Director

The Nicolaus Copernicus Foundation
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Introduction

There are few, if at all, examples of scientific books which successfully 
preceded the publication of a groundbreaking work, announcing it with 
considerable success which can be additionally measured by, for instance, 
the number of successive editions. There are no traces of such a vanguard 
enterprise announcing the Almagest by Ptolemy who in the middle of the 
2nd century, in Alexandria, presented to the world his opus magnum of Hel-
lenistic mathematical astronomy. Similarly unaided was Johannes Kepler’s 
Astronomia nova, propagating the idea of elliptic orbits. In 1687, Isaac Newton 
published the Principia, a work that was fundamental for contemporary 
celestial mechanics, and yet without any earlier lite version. Typically, it is 
the explicit acknowledgement of the scientific significance of a given work 
which triggers elucidating commentaries, synopses and summaries aimed 
at readers of varying competence. It is also in this respect that the history of 
this book appears extraordinary, or in fact, unique. 

De revolutionibus by Nicolaus Copernicus is one of the most famous sci-
entific works of all time. The book was published by a Nuremberg printer, 
Johannes Petreius, in spring 1543. Paradoxically enough, however, De revo-
lutionibus was not the first to introduce heliocentric astronomy to Latin Eu-
rope. For the three preceding years the geocentric world model had already 
been challenged by the Narratio prima. The book entitled the First Account 
of the Books «On the Revolutions» by Nicolaus Copernicus appeared in 1540 
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in Danzig (Gdańsk), and was reprinted in Basel the following year. Interest-
ingly enough, even though the book was not free from certain personal bias 
originating with its author, Georg Joachim Rheticus, a well-educated and by 
then already sophisticated young scholar, it was nonetheless written under 
Copernicus’ watchful eye during Rheticus’ stay in Varmia and the Lubawa 
Land. Consequently, we can assume that the text received the full approval 
of Copernicus himself. Furthermore, the First Account was compiled at the 
time when Copernicus was preparing for print the final version of his own 
work which alone testifies to the significance of Rheticus’ book for the his-
tory of science. 

The Basel edition of Narratio prima was not alone to follow the original pub-
lication. Until the early 1620s, there were five editions of the book altogether, 
whereas De revolutionibus was printed only three times in the relevant period. 
Subsequently, Rheticus’ book was translated into vernacular languages. The 
first such attempt was made by Jan Baranowski, head of the Warsaw Astro-
nomical Observatory, who in 1854 published the bilingual edition of various 
texts both authored and related to Copernicus.1 However, Baranowski’s trans-
lation did not comprise the whole of Narratio prima and was devoid of any 
kind of commentary. This combined with Baranowski’s now strongly archaic 
language and some departures from Rheticus’ narrative make it a respectful 
and yet rather useless relic of the past. Additionally, taking into consideration 
the remarkable progress in Copernicus studies which has been made in the last 
two centuries, it appears all but unnecessary to explain the idea of a modern 
critical edition of the new Polish translation. Such a book appeared in 2015.2

The Nicolaus Copernicus Foundation decided to take this opportunity to re-
call the memory of Rheticus’ work also among the English-speaking readership. 
However, given the fact that the English translation of Narratio prima has been 
available on the market for a long time,3 and it was impossible to combine it 
with a new extensive commentary comprising more than 350 footnotes, the 
Foundation decided to publish a facsimile edition (based on the first Danzig 
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edition of Rheticus’ book) along with the English version of the Polish intro-
duction to the above mentioned translation of 2015. The introduction aims 
to present the historical context of the Narratio prima, to discuss its content as 
compared to Copernicus’ work, and to assess the share of the First Account in 
the reception of the heliocentric theory. These aims may appear both modest 
and ambitious. Certainly the task would not be possible without the assistance 
of the many studies of the historians of science from around the world that are 
available today. Some of these studies are mentioned in the notes.4

Finally, in Copernicus’ phrasing: “And lest I appear […] to promise more 
about the usefulness of this volume than I can fulfil, I now turn to the work 
itself.”5

Youthful Audacity

Georg Joachim Rheticus was born on February 16, 1514 in Feldkirch.6 His 
parents, Georg Iserin and Thomasina de Porris, came to this Alpine town 
from Lombardy. Rheticus’ father held the post of town physician until 1528 
when he was found guilty of fraud and theft, and subsequently executed. 
The family had to return to the mother’s maiden name which Rheticus used 
along with its German version – von Lauchen (in both versions meaning 
“of the lakes”). Finally, following the habit of other Renaissance humanists, 
he coined a toponym for himself – Rheticus – which he derived from the 
ancient name of the country where he was born, i.e. Latin Rhaetia. 

Rheticus’ European travels began in 1528 when at the age of 14 he was 
admitted to school in Zurich. His tutor there was Oswald Myconius (1488–
1552), friend of Ulrich Zwingli. During his four-year stay in Zurich, Rheticus 
also befriended Conrad Gesner (1516–65), subsequently a renowned natural-
ist and author of the monumental work Historiae animalium. In 1532, Rheticus 
became a student at the university in Wittenberg. This choice was supported 
by Achilles Pirmin Gasser (1505–77), a physician and astronomer in Feldkirch, 
who would also exert some influence over Rheticus’ subsequent life.7 
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At that time, Wittenberg, the seat of a young university, was a vibrant 
Reformation centre and Luther’s Bible was printed during Rheticus’ stud-
ies in Wittenberg. However, it was his relationship with Philip Melanchton 
(1497–1560) that had the greatest impact on the shaping of Rheticus as 
a young scholar, as well as his highly significant encounter with Nicolaus 
Copernicus (1473–1543). Much has already been said about the influence 
of Praeceptor Germaniae on universities and all levels of the reformed ed-
ucational system. In Melanchton’s vision, classical humanist education was 
to go hand in hand with the new philosophy of nature, the latter strongly 
supported by mathematics. According to Melanchton, the mathematical 
abilities of the human mind were the reflection of the Divine mind and an 
invitation to discover God’s ideas in the order of nature. Such a programme 
was an obvious source of Rheticus’ humanist erudition which was so well 
exemplified in his description of heliocentric astronomy, i.e. in the Narratio 
prima. However, the First Account would never have been completed had 
Rheticus not been “born”, in Melanchton’s words from his letter as of July 
7, 1542, “to study mathematics”.8

In 1536, Rheticus obtained the degree of master of liberal arts. This 
achievement is documented by the earliest extant text by Rheticus, a tran-
script of a dispute concerning the legality of astrological prophesies.9 The 
starting point of this dispute was the well-known criticism of astrology in 
Justinian’s Corpus iuris civilis where mathematicians were not only castigated 
but also threatened with banishment or even death.10 First, Rheticus argued 
that the problem of the influence of heavenly bodies should be solved on 
philosophical and not on legal grounds. Secondly, he explained that reliable 
prognostications of astrologers derive from physical reasons (the actual ce-
lestial influences) which are governed by Divine Providence, and therefore, 
such prognostications should be considered religiously correct and useful. 
Such defense remained in line with the ideas of Melanchton who thought 
astrology was part of the physical world and a manifestation of the pres-
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ence of Divine Providence, and who wished to complete the reform of this 
discipline by combining the efforts of astronomers and mathematicians.11 

Melanchton offered his recent graduate, magister artium, the position of 
second professor of mathematics at the university of Wittenberg (the first 
chair of mathematics, vacant after the death in 1536 of Johannes Volmar, 
lecturer in astronomy and mathematics and Rheticus’ tutor, was given to 
Erasmus Reinhold [1511–53]). Upon this occasion Rheticus gave a lecture 
where he encouraged the study of arithmetic.12 While enumerating the 
benefits of arithmetic, Rheticus also pointed to the possibility of investigating 
the motions of heavenly bodies – “the most excellent part of Philosophy”.13 
Making a recourse to Plato’s Republic (546 A–D), Rheticus claimed: “Plato 
states that the republic changes due to some celestial causes which im-
pel cyclical changes of cities and empires […]”14. This testifies to Rheticus’ 
continuously crystallizing views on the place of astrology and astronomy in 
the physical world, and therefore, in the world’s history. Characteristical-
ly enough, Rheticus, a Wittenberg mathematician, did not abandon these 
views when he embraced heliocentric astronomy. 

When did Rheticus learn about Nicolaus Copernicus? In Johannes Petreius’ 
letter sent to Rheticus in August 1540 one can find a suggestion that it was 
Johannes Schöner (1477–1547) from Nuremberg who became his source 
of information:

… our Schoener, by virtue of his extraordinary kindness, was not only de-
lighted by your talent, but also generously imparted what he believed would 
be beneficial to you in this system of learning [of the celestial motions]. This 
desire for learning next drew you to the farthest corner of Europe, to a dis-
tinguished gentleman [Copernicus] whose system, by which he observed the 
motions of the heavenly bodies, you related to us in a splendid description.15

Such a course of events would explain why the outline of Copernicus’ as-
tronomy in the Narratio prima was written in the form of a letter addressed 
to “the illustrious Johannes Schöner”.
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However, in the dedicatory letter which precedes Rheticus’ Orationes 
duae (Two Speeches) published in Nuremberg in 1542, and therefore at the 
time when the decision to print De revolutionibus had already been made, 
he offered another version of the story: 

Finally, hearing the great fame of Dr. Nicolaus Copernicus in the far north, 
even though the University of Wittenberg had appointed me professor in 
those disciplines, I knew I should have no rest until I myself learned some-
thing of his teaching. And indeed I regret neither the expense, nor the long 
journey, nor any of the other hardships. Rather, I feel I have reaped a great 
reward. For by means of a certain youthful audacity I was able to spur this 
eminent man on to communicate to the whole world his theories regarding 
that subject earlier than might have been. And all learned minds will join in 
my assessment of these theories as soon as the books we now have in press 
in Nuremberg are published. 16

What follows is that Rheticus could already learn about Copernicus’ work 
in Wittenberg. 

After Rheticus had been lecturing for two years on the fundamentals of 
mathematics, astronomy and astrology, in the autumn of 1538, he set out 
on his journey across Germany. Although the aim of his trip was to meet 
other astronomers and mathematicians, the immediate decision to leave 
the city could have been motivated by the scandal caused by the publi-
cation in the previous summer, in Wittenberg, of a collection of epigrams 
authored by Simon Lemnius, Rheticus’ countryman and friend. Although the 
poems offered portrayals of approximately one hundred apparently fictitious 
characters, they outraged some influential persons, including Martin Luther 
himself. Lemnius was forced to leave Wittenberg. 

In October, Rheticus left Wittenberg too. First he set out for Nuremberg 
to meet the aforementioned Schöner at whose place he stayed. Schöner, 
then a fairly famous astronomer and astrologer, was a friend of Melanchton 
who certainly had equipped his young protégé with a relevant letter of rec-
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ommendation. In Nuremberg, Rheticus also became acquainted with Georg 
Hartmann (1489–1564) who later presented him with the manuscripts of 
two mathematical treaties by Johannes Werner (1468–1522). It is possibly 
thanks to the latter’s writings that the scholars in Nuremberg first heard about 
Copernicus’ astronomical competence. Accordingly, in 1524, Copernicus 
criticized Werner’s views on the precession in the Epistola Nicolai Copernici 
contra Wernerum (Letter Against Werner; the study was in the form of a let-
ter addressed to Bernard Wapowski). Rheticus’ friendship, however, with 
Hartmann proved so lasting that the Wittenberg edition of the trigonomet-
ric part of Copernicus’ work, edited by Rheticus in 1542 and entitled De 
lateribus et angulis triangulorum (On the Sides and Angles of Triangles), was 
dedicated to no other man but Hartmann himself. Setting apart the discus-
sion of the significance and applications of geometry, Rheticus’ introduction 
also included some interesting biographical information and a few personal 
remarks. He wrote: 

I have heard that while in Rome you befriended the author’s brother 
[Andreas Copernicus]. However being a scholar you have enough reason to 
love the author for his brilliant mind and excellent knowledge of astronomy 
and other disciplines in which he could compete with the greatest authorities 
of antiquity. […] I believe I could not be happier in this world than to become 
friends with so great a man and scholar.17

According to the letter of recommendation written by Melanchton on 
October 15, 1538 to Joachim Camerarius (1500–74), professor of Greek 
in Tübingen, Rheticus was also to visit Ingolstadt, the hometown of Peter 
Apianus (1495–1552)18. We do not know if Rheticus actually met with this 
renowned cartographer and astronomer but his stay in Tübingen proved 
truly rewarding as Rheticus’ friendship with Camerarius lasted many years.

In the spring of 1539 Rheticus also visited Feldkirch, his hometown. He 
met with his old friend Gasser and presented him with some scientific trea-
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tises recently published by Petreius. These included the astrological treatises 
by Ptolemy – the Tetrabiblos (the Greek text was edited by Camerarius, 
whereas the Latin translation by Melanchton did not appear till 1553) and 
the Centiloquium – the collection of astrological aphorisms ascribed to Pto-
lemy, the treatise by Johannes Schöner (Opusculum astrologicum) as well as 
Werner’s study on the precession (De motu octavae sphaere tractatus duo) 
which met with Copernicus’ exceptionally harsh criticism. Can this bequest, 
originating with Petreius’s printing shop, be indicative of yet another bequest 
which Rheticus made upon his arrival at Frombork? Whatever the case was 
the dedication extant in the Centiloquium suggests that the books reached 
Gasser in April. 

The numerous scholarly encounters made during his trip possibly strength-
en Rheticus’ assumption that he found himself in the very mainstream of 
the contemporaneous search for new scientific ideas. Astronomy and math-
ematics in Nuremberg were strongly influenced by Johannes Regiomonta-
nus (1436–76) who settled in this town and worked with Bernard Walther 
(1430–1504) to set up an astronomical observatory and a printing house, 
thus initiating the wide-scale publication of astronomical and mathematical 
works.

Prior to this, along with the famous Viennese astronomer Georg Peurbach 
(1423–61), Regiomontanus was engaged in the reform of geocentric astron-
omy and, following the former’s death, he completed the summary of Ptole-
my’s Almagest – the Epitome in Almagestum Ptolemaei (Venice 1496) which 
was later also used by Copernicus. Significantly enough, the Epitome was 
more than an abbreviated version of the ancient treatise as it included a com-
prehensive explanation of ancient mathematical procedures, the description 
of intruments and observational methods and was additionally appended 
with materials abstracted from the works of Islamic astronomers. The Epito-
me was a supplement to the modern presentation of geocentric astronomy 
which Peurbach included in his Theorice novae planetarum (New Theories 
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of the Planets), the book published by Regiomontanus in Nuremberg around 
1472. This exceptionally popular reference book presented detailed models 
of Ptolemy’s planetary spheres. However, it also clearly exposed a certain 
feature of Ptolemy’s system which had been long criticized, not least at the 
Academy of Cracow, and which contradicted the central axiom of Aristotle’s 
celestial physics because the reference point for uniform circular motion 
differed both from the centre of the Earth and from the deferent centre.

Regiomontanus was also concerned with enhancing the predictive po-
tential of the astronomical theory as represented in its widely accessible 

Figure 1. The model of material spheres which sustain a planet according to Peur-
bach’s Theorice novae planetarum. The epicycle sphere is placed in the deferent 
sphere. There are three designated centres: equant which in Ptolemy’s astronomy 
was the point of reference for the uniform revolution of the epicycle, the deferent 
centre and the centre of the Earth. Courtesy of the Ludwik and Aleksander Birkenma-
jer Institute for the History of Science at the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. 
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version mainly via Ptolemaic Alfonsine Tables. In 1464, he wrote to an Italian 
astronomer: 

At last in the case of the Moon, a difference so great and so frequent occurs 
that even ordinary people begin to tear at this divine science of the stars with 
a sharp tooth. For my part I observed an eclipse in the year 1461 that was 
in December, the end of which in the heaven preceded the computed end 
by a full hour … I have also observed other eclipses differing greatly from 
computation in duration and the size of the eclipsed part, concerning which 
the proper place for speaking at greater length will be elsewhere.19

Regimontanus’ observational programme was continued in Nuremberg by 
Walther, whereas his publishing programme – by Schöner who printed both 
Regimontanus’ manuscripts as well as his own astrological studies. Interestingly 
enough, Copernicus used Walther’s observations of Mercury in De revolu-
tionibus but he ascribed them to Schöner. We know neither the time nor the 
manner of passing this data, and therefore the reason for the misattribution. 

Rheticus also witnessed the dynamic growth of cartography. This progress 
was spurred partially by Schöner who made globes, and therefore strove to 
obtain the most recent data (for example, his globe made in 1523 showed 
the route of Ferdinand Magellan’s voyage round the world which had been 
completed only a year earlier). Hartmann was also interested in geography 
and he was perhaps the first European scholar to describe the phenomenon 
of magnetic inclination. Apianus had a reputation of an excellent cartogra-
pher too. All these scholars received The Call of Sebastian Münster (1489–
1552) who in 1528 asked for the supplying of regional maps which could 
become a basis for a bigger atlas. His request met with a positive response 
and in 1544 Münster’s Cosmographia appeared. One of the contributors 
helping Münster to complete his impressive work was Gasser, who compiled 
the map of the Allgäu region.

Prior to his next trip, this time to Frombork, Rheticus was certainly familiar 
with a number of scientific developments such as, for example, the growth 
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of mathematical studies, the reform of ancient astronomy, the attempt to 
make astrology a testimony of sorts of the physical presence of Divine Prov-
idence in nature, the progress in cartography and the development of the 
publishing market of scientific books. He was certainly eager to learn about 
Copernicus’ new astronomical theories but the experience he had gained 
within a remarkably short time would teach him to also consider other aims 
he could achieve. One of these aims could be the map of the visited land, 
an intention which seems to be confirmed by Rheticus’ choice of a travel 
companion. Rheticus set out for Varmia with Heinrich Zell (1518–64), a re-
cently matriculated student of the university in Wittenberg who came from 
a printers’ family in Cologne and who had already worked with Münster on 
his map of Europe published in 1536.

To Become Friends with so Great a Man and Scholar

On his way to Copernicus, Rheticus stopped at Poznań on May 14, 1539, 
a  fact he himself acknowledges in the opening sentence of the Narratio 
prima. Thus, he reached Frombork in the second half of May. In turn, in 
the closing chapter of the Narratio entitled “In Praise of Prussia” he writes: 
“This done in our seat of Muses in Varmia, nine days prior to the calends of 
October A.D. 1539”. Consequently the First Account was compiled between 
the end of May and September 23, 1539 which is in less than a few weeks. 
Rheticus himself admits: 

… I have been able to devote scarcely ten weeks to mastering the astrono-
mical work of the learned man to whom I have repaired; for I had a slight 
illness and, on the honorable invitation of the Most Reverend Tiedemann 
Giese, bishop of Kulm [Chełm], I went with my teacher to Löbau [Lubawa] 
and there rested from my studies for several weeks.20

The summer spent in the residence of Bishop Tiedemann Giese (1480–1550), 
Copernicus’ friend, must have been decisive for the concept and shape of 
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the Narratio prima. We know that Copernius was Giese’s guest during the 
first half of September.21 We can only presume that Rheticus could have 
accompanied him all that time. 

Whatever was the case, Rheticus worked then particularly intensely and 
made his acquaintance with some new people. His “In Praise of Prussia” in-
cludes a broad acknowledgement of the role of Giese in making Copernicus 
agree to the publication of De revolutionibus (Copernicus in his dedicatory 
letter is far more laconic in this respect). The second patron which Rheticus 
mentions is Johann von Werden (1495–1554), the burgomaster of Danzig 
and the banker of both the Polish King Sigismund I and of Duke Albert of 
Prussia. This hint, combined with some other known connections of Giese 
and Copernicus with Danzig, explains all but too well where and why the 
First Account was published.

The Narratio prima is a small book and unlike De revolutionibus it does 
not contain any drawings. This could be the reason why Rheticus decided 
to print the First Account in the first permanent printing house in Danzig, 
established in 1538 by Franciscius Rhode who had settled in the city a year 
earlier. Understandably enough, his decision could have been motivated 
by the proximity of Danzig and possibly some personal connections of  
Copernicus and Giese. These connections could have helped to secure some 
financial support as in 1540 the Senate of Danzig donated 31 marks to an 
unnamed mathematician who praised the city in his writings.22 There is no 
certainty if this refers to Rheticus but there was very little competition at that 
time. There was only one other book on a related subject printed in Danzig 
in 1540, also in Rhode’s printing office: a German astrological pamphlet 
(practica) for 1541, dedicated to the authorities of Danzig and authored by 
Andreas Aurifaber (1514–59).

Rheticus had already met Aurifaber during his studies in Wittenberg. 
Aurifaber came to Danzig the same year Rheticus met Copernicus. Similarly 
to Rheticus, Aurifaber was the protégé of Melanchton and came to Danzig 
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Figure 2. Andreas Aurifaber, Practica auff das Jar M.D.XLI..., Danzig 1540. The front 
page with the stamp of Rhode’s printing office. This copy probably belonged to the 
author himself as it contains a note: Sum Andreae Aurifabri M. 1541. Landesbiblio-
thek Coburg, shelf mark Mo A 12#14.
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Figure 3. The front page of the Narratio prima as printed in Rhode’s office (Danzig 
1540). The Polish Academy of Sciences, The Gdańsk Library, shelf mark Sa 14 8o.
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upon the request of the city authorities which looked for a proper candidate 
to become the rector of the Church of St. Mary’s municipal school. He 
soon published his syllabus entitled the Schola Dantiscana (Danzig 1539) 
in Rhode’s printing office. The Latin part of the small book was composed 
with the same font as the Narratio prima and featured the same initial letter 
showing St. Matthew the Apostle with a sword, a book and two dragons. 

Apart from Rheticus’ First Account, Aurifaber’s practica is the earliest 
printed text propagating Copernicus’ theory, though in a somewhat different 
manner and in agreement with the nature of such publications which do 
not allow for theoretical inquires.23 The author just states in the dedica-
tory letter that to enhance the correctness of his prognostications he used 
Copernicus’ tables. It is highly probable that he obtained the tables from 
Rheticus although we do not know in what form: whether it was the version 
known from De revolutionibus and rather difficult to use for prognostication 
purposes or, perhaps, more typical tables whose existence seems to be 
hinted at in the Narratio prima. One can also assume that it was Rheticus, 
personally or through his Account, who encouraged Aurifaber to reach for 
the tables calculated in a new way. And it is thanks to Aurifaber’s letter of 
February 14, 1540 that we know when the printing of the Narratio prima 
started: Aurifaber sent to Melanchton the first part of the book which had 
already been completed.24 

There was one other thing which Aurifaber’s practica and Rheticus had 
in common: the belief in the link between heavenly phenomena and the 
history of the world. In his dedicatory letter Aurifaber affirmed: 

For it can be demonstrated with many telling examples that God since the 
beginning of the world has never let any land or city come into particularly 
difficult circumstances without the heavens beforehand giving warning. Such 
occurred in this land in the year 1454 when indeed a terrible comet was seen 
before this city, along with several others, was forced by tyranny to pass from 
the Teutonic Order to the praiseworthy Polish crown.25
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The printing of the Narratio prima must have been finished by March 
1540 when Gasser received a complete copy dispatched from Danzig by 
Rheticus.26 In April the book on heliocentric astronomy reached Albert, 
Duke of Prussia. A copy was sent to him by Giese who drew the Duke’s 
attention to the chapter entitled “In Praise of Prussia” and recommended 
Rheticus for the Duke’s patronage. The young visitor from Wittenberg clearly 
sought the support of the princely court in Königsberg. Incidentally, it was 
already in his “Praise of Prussia” that Rheticus placed “Albrecht, duke of Prus-
sia, margrave of Brandenburg, etc., patron of all the learned and renowned 
men of our time” at the top of the list of the most famous citizens of Prus-
sia.27 The second place was awarded to Copernicus, although without any 
further justification. Expressing his thanks to Giese, Albert admitted that he 
had already received another copy a few days earlier and that he knew that 
the book had been published by Rheticus with the assistance of Aurifaber.28 
Therefore we can assume that the first parcel was sent by the rector of the 
school in Danzig, i.e. by Aurifaber himself. 

The above fragmentary information on the circulation of knowledge and 
books reveals an interesting network of mutual connections, of which some 
were already well-established and some only strengthened with time. 

Rheticus recalled in the Narratio prima the arguments exchanged by 
Copernicus and Giese when they discussed the rationale for the publication 
of De revolutionibus. Based on the First Account, one can assume that when 
Rheticus finished writing his book, the decision about the publication had 
already been made (his own share in this decision was emphasized by Rhe-
ticus not in the Narratio prima but in the Orationes duae, the treaties pub-
lished two years later and already referred to herein). The letter of Giese to 
Duke Albert attached to the copy of the Narratio prima already included the 
news about the planned publication of Copernicus’ work. This intent finds 
confirmation in Copernicus’ (non-extant) letter of July 1, 1540 to Andreas 
Osiander.29 The fact that the publishers in Nuremberg were expecting some 
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new astronomical ideas from Frombork is confirmed by Petreius’ dedicatory 
letter addressed to Rheticus in August of the same year (see above). This is 
what Petreius wrote: “Although he [Copernicus] does not follow the common 
system by which these arts are taught in the schools, nevertheless I consider 
it a glorious treasure if some day through your urging his observations will 
be imparted to us, as we hope will come to pass”.30

Before Petreius’ dreams came true, however, the Narratio prima was 
printed for the second time in Basel in 1541. The front page was embel-
lished with a poem by Georg Vögelin (d. 1542)31 composed of nine lines 
announcing the astonishing change of the status of the Earth. By way of 
a preface, the publication included Gasser’s letter to Vögelin, written upon 
the occasion of the first edition of the First Account. Gasser complemented 
Copernicus’ mathematical and astronomical competence and expressed 
approval of the new cosmic order. At the same time, he observed soberly: 
“The book certainly departs from the manner of teaching practiced so far. 
As a whole it may run contrary to the usual theories of the schools and may 
even sound (as the monks would say) heretical”.32

The threat of heresy obviously troubled Copernicus and Rheticus, and 
was a hot issue in the relations between Frombork and Nuremberg which is 
well exemplified by the stance of Andreas Osiander (1498–1552), a theolo-
gian with some scientific inclinations and Petreius’ friend. Rheticus probably 
met Osiander when he visited Schöner in Nuremberg. Earlier, Osiander sig-
nificantly influenced Duke Albert’s decision to become Protestant. Osiander 
could have been fascinated by the new model of the motions of heavenly 
bodies which Rheticus further elaborated by associating it with the history 
of humanity (the theme discussed in the chapter “The Kingdoms of the 
World Change with the Motion of the Eccentric” of the First Account). In 
a letter written on March 13, 1540 in reply to Rheticus’ (non-extant) cor-
respondence from Varmia, Osiander first briefly, but forcefully, deliberated 
over the world’s cycles and the figures derived from Copernicus’ astronomy 
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and supplied by Rheticus, and then he wrote: “… I ask you over and over 
again, just as you offer me your friendship, in the same way to exert your 
efforts so as to obtain the friendship of this man [Copernicus] for me too”.33 
Soon afterwards Osiander received several copies of the Narratio prima.34 
This probably spurred him to dispatch on April 20, 1541 two letters – one 
to the master and one to his student, both men propagating heliocentric 
astronomy. The content of these letters was very similar, and the version sent 
to Rheticus included the following guidance: 

The peripatetics and theologians will be readily placated if they hear that 
there can be different hypotheses for the same apparent motion; that the 
present hypotheses are brought forward, not because they are in reality true, 
but because they regulate the computation of the apparent and combined 
motion as conveniently as may be.35

Neither Copernicus nor Rheticus accepted his point of view. However, 
when in Nuremberg, Osiander replaced Rheticus as supervisor of the final 
stages of the publication of De revolutionibus and added an anonymous 
preface, Ad lectorem, where he repeated the same argument: “For these 
hypotheses need not be true nor even possible. On the contrary, if they 
provide a calculus consistent with the observations, that alone is enough”.36 
Such a statement stood in sharp contrast with Copernicus’ message which 
concluded his exposition of the heliocentric system with a lofty exclamation: 
“So vast, without any question, is the divine handiwork of the most excellent 
Almighty!”.37 Rheticus chose yet another path. He wrote a treatise where, 
as Giese wrote to him, he “successfully defended the movement of the 
Earth” against the accusation of the incompatibility with Holy Scripture.38 
Until recently, it has been assumed that this treatise – similarly to Rheticus’ 
biography of Copernicus mentioned by Giese in the same letter – was lost. 
However, in the early 1970s, Reijer Hooykaas came across an anonymous 
work entitled the Epistola de motu terra, published jointly with another work 
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in 1651 in Utrecht. Hooykaas made a thorough analysis of this text, proving 
it was the apparently lost Rheticus treatise.39 The arguments put forward by 
Hooykaas are very heterogeneous, and only two of them refer directly to 
the Narratio prima. First, the anonymous author of the Epistola de motu terra 
declares that he will not deal with astronomical matters as he has already 
dealt with them in a separate treatise (in the First Account?). Indeed, the text 
makes almost no recourse to any mathematical constructions or advanced 
astronomical knowledge. Secondly, even though Copernicus’ name is never 
mentioned in the Epistola, the author refers to him as praeceptor meus, “my 
teacher” which is the address so frequently invoked in the Narratio prima.

By staying with Copernicus, Rheticus became acquainted not only with 
a new astronomical theory, but also with an interesting observational meth-
od. As he states in the Narratio prima “[f]or nearly 40 years in Italy and here 
in Frauenburg [Frombork], he [Copernicus] observed eclipses and the motion 
of the Sun”.40 While observing a solar eclipse, Copernicus would delineate 
its phase measured by the fraction of the diameter of the eclipsed disc. This 
was done twice in Rheticus’ presence when there was a partial solar eclipse 
in Varmia on April 7, 1540 and on August 21, 1541. Copernicus measured 
the magnitude of these eclipses by using the image obtained from camera 
obscura.41 This method was first described by Reinhold in the second edi-
tion of his commentary to the Theoricae novae planetarum, published in 
Wittenberg in 1542:

When calculations indicate an approaching solar eclipse, climb to the attic of 
a tall building or to a not-too-lowly chamber or to a room on an upper-floor, 
the higher the better for the task. Your observation post should be, as far as 
possible, devoid of all light. Yet even if you close every opening and block 
every crack, the solar rays will surely find a fissure or hole of whatever shape 
through which to penetrate into the room. Failing that, make yourself a small 
opening for the rays. This done, you will notice that the spot of sunlight on 
the floor or on the brick wall opposite the opening, most amazingly, takes the 
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shape of the Sun, its face partly obscured by the Moon entering our field of 
vision. You can thus see with your own eyes what proportion of the 12 digits 
of the Sun’s luminous face has been concealed … even if you watch the earth, 
rather than the sky. Such an ephemeral image will allow an apt observer to 
understand much more, make better estimates, etc.42

Reinhold obtained this account of Copernicus’ work from Rheticus who 
could be his source of information either at the end of 1540 or the beginning 
of 1541 – when he briefly left Copernicus and returned to Wittenberg43 – or 
in the autumn 1541 when he finally returned from Varmia. Whatever was 
the case, due to Reinhold’s description, the method became very popular 
among astronomers of the second half of the 16th century. Additionally, in 
some other place of his commentary, Reinhold hinted that a certain excellent 
scholar from Prussia was preparing for publication the work which should 
reform astronomy.44

In 1541, contact between Rheticus and Copernicus and Duke Albert 
intensified. Upon the request of the Duke, Copernicus spent almost the 
whole of April, including Easter, in Königsberg where he treated the Duke’s 
councillor.45 In June, in connection with the same medical case, he cor-
responded with Jan Benedykt Solfa, the physician of the Polish king, and 
with the Duke. We do not know if Rheticus accompanied Copernicus in 
Königsberg, but certainly the earlier recommendation of Giese attached to 
the complimentary copy of the Narratio prima, the personal contacts with 
Copernicus, as well as Rheticus’ connections in Wittenberg and Nuremberg 
facilitated his access to Duke Albert. In August 1541, Rheticus dedicated 
and sent to the Duke of Prussia his Chorographia, accompanied by a map 
of Prussia and the instrument for calculating the length of the day. 46 

Zell, who went to Varmia with Rheticus, proved very useful and assisted in 
the publication of the Narratio prima in Danzig. He compiled a list of Greek 
words and citations along with their Latin equivalents, as well as errata, all 
to be found at the end of the printed book. It can be assumed that another 
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reason for Zell’s accompanying Rheticus was the former’s experience in map 
making. Significantly enough, it was only after they all had met that Rheticus 
and Zell learned about Copernicus’ cartographic pursuits.47 This proved to 
be yet another interest which they shared. Consequently, it seems justifiable 
to suspect that the map of Prussia sent by Rheticus to Duke Albert and the 
Tabula Prussiae48 published by Zell in Nuremberg in 1542 were both a result 
of the joint effort of “some good gentlemen and friends”.49 Zell’s map was 
later frequently reprinted, also by Münster, and modified depending on the 
required scale.

The Chorographia, extant only in manuscript, was already an independent 
work of Rheticus and was written in German.50 The title stemmed from the 
differentiation found in the Geography by Ptolemy who thought geography 
was the art of making maps of the Earth, whereas chorography was the art 
of drawing maps of individual regions (and thus it was local geography, or as 
it is called nowadays – cartography).51 In Rheticus’ dedicatory letter, Duke 
Albert is described as a lover of this art, and Rheticus additionally emphasizes 
the close association of map making with astronomy: 

And thus, without the knowledge of the longitude and latitude of a given 
town, one cannot calculate for it the eclipses nor the motions of the Sun, 
Moon, planets and stars. In turn all these calculations are essential for chorog-
raphy which proceeds on the basis of these figures.52

The text also suggests Rheticus’ familiarity with local harbours. While up-
holding the use of maps and compasses, Rheticus somewhat wryly observes: 

Many sailors heading from Prussia to England and Portugal are not only igno-
rant of latitudes but they neglect also navigation maps and can hardly use their 
compasses. Instead they boast about their natural sailing talents. As long as 
things remain uncomplicated, they can cope with their tasks, but their talents 
often prove fleeting and they cannot catch them when in trouble, and then 
they run aground with people and goods on board.53
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In his short treatise, Rheticus first described the three methods of drawing 
maps, setting aside the most advanced method which required calculating 
longitudes and latitudes and which he decided to leave to mathematicians. 
The three methods described for the Duke are based on calculating the 
distances between relevant places and measuring the angles either by using 
the finder (Rheticus described the construction of this instrument) or by 
relying on compass angles. The next part was devoted to discussing the two 
ways of determining the local meridian (there is only one way mentioned 
by Copernicus in De revolutionibus), whereas the last part focused on the 
magnet and its use in the naval compass. At this point, Rheticus admitted he 
had his own magnet which he used to determine the magnetic declination 
in Danzig and that he had learned about the experiments with the magnet 
from Petrus Peregrinus’ treatise which had been shown to him by Gasser.54 

Rheticus left Frombork in September 1541. His arrival at Wittenberg was 
preceded by two letters of Duke Albert, both dated as of 1 September. The 
first letter was addressed to Johann Friedrich I, Elector of Saxony, whereas the 
second one to the university. Using similar arguments, the Duke of Prussia 
insisted on exempting Rheticus from his academic duties until he finished 
supervising the publication of Copernicus’ work but without diminishing 
his remuneration as a professor. In a letter sent later to Rheticus, the Duke 
thanked him for the treatise and for the instrument (which incidentally had 
proved difficult to operate) and asked to pass his complements to Luther 
and Melanchton.55

When Rheticus arrived in Frombork in May 1539 the manuscript of De 
revolutionibus was ready for publication though Copernius was still adding 
some final touches. Significantly enough, some of these modifications were 
the result of the visit of his guest from Wittenberg. 

The question of how long Copernicus worked on De revolutionibus re-
mains unanswered. First of all, we do not know when Copernicus started 
writing his treatise and how dynamic this process was. The astronomer never 
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revealed when exactly he discovered the heliocentric cosmology. The out-
line of the theory can be found in a short study extant in manuscript form 
and entitled Nicolai Copernici de hypothesibus motuum coelestium a se 
constitutis commentariolus (known under its abbreviated title Commentar-
iolus). The study must have been written before 1514 when the catalogue 
of the library of Maciej of Miechów, a Cracow scholar, features an item 
described as “Six sheets with manuscript on the theory postulating that the 
Earth moves whereas the Sun remains motionless”.56 The Commentariolus 
includes a statement: “... I shall endeavor briefly to show how uniformity of 
the motions can be saved in a systematic way. However, I have thought it 
well, for the sake of brevity, to omit from this sketch mathematical demon-
strations, reserving these for my larger work”.57 What follows is that Coper-
nicus started writing his “larger work” around 1515 and such a view, sup-
ported by the analysis of the extant holograph58 and of the paper on which 
it was written, was expressed by Ludwik Antoni Birkenmajer and Aleksander 
Birkenmajer who thereby postulated the so-called “long chronology” with 
the completion of Copernicus’ treatise dated 1541.59 While analysing the 
text with a view to establishing chronology, one takes into consideration 
the mutual relations among various elements of the heliocentric theory, the 
dependence of the fragments of Copernicus’ work on the contemporary 
editions of important astronomical and mathematical works, and finally the 
astronomical observations he referred to. In turn, some specific features of 
the paper such as watermarks allow us to determine the approximate time 
of writing by comparing the paper to similar sheets in dated prints or man-
uscripts such as, for example, letters.60

Copernicus’ holograph was written predominantly on four types of paper. 
The first type bears a watermark depicting a water snake (a sea horse) in 
a crown. Undoubtedly, it is the oldest part of the manuscript which com-
prises the initial chapters of Book I, the star catalogue from Book II, and the 
precession theory and the introduction to the solar theory from Book III. 
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There are two reasons for the importance of this part of Copernicus’ work 
for the reconstruction of the overall chronology. First, Copernicus makes 
a recourse to the theory of precession in all later books where he presents 
the theory of the motions of the Moon and the planets. Secondly, while 
determining the average rate of precession Copernicus relies on the ob-
servations of Spica in the constellation Virgo made in 1525 (De rev. III,2). 
Consequently, according to the alternative “short chronology”, Copernicus 
began to write De revolutionibus after 1525.61

Almost one third of Copernicus’ work is written on watermarked paper 
depicting the letter “P” and a flower. In this case what helps to date the 
material are the three extant letters to Bishop Jan Dantyszek (1485–1548) 
which were written by Copernicus on the same paper in 1537 and in 1539. 
This type of paper can be found mainly in Book V and Book VI. Book IV was 
written on the sheets bearing the watermark depicting a hand and a crown. 
The same paper was also used to replace some pages in Book III bearing 
a water snake. It can also be found in Book V and at the beginning of Book 
VI. Consequently, these parts of The Revolutions can be dated to the second 

Figure 5. The redrawn watermarks of the four main types of paper used in Coper-
nicus’ holograph. Courtesy of the Ludwik and Aleksander Birkenmajer Institute for 
the History of Science at the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw.
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half of the 1530s. Additionally, there are some watermarked sheets featuring 
a hand and a three-leaf clover. Such sheets can be found in Book I and Book 
VI and they correspond to the aforementioned letter of Copernicus to Duke 
Albert written on such paper in June 1541. 

Thus the completion of the holograph of De revolutionibus, whether it 
took several years or decades, did not proceed page by page. The oldest 
parts of the book were rewritten and replaced with some updated versions, 
this done by cutting out the old sheets and affixing the new ones in their 
place. One such case can be found in Book I  in a passage on plain and 
spherical geometry. Rheticus brought to Frombork three volumes composed 
of five titles, three of which were printed by Petreius.62 The latter included 
a trigonometric treatise by Regiomontanus entitled De triangulis omnimodis 
(On All Types of Triangles). Copernicus used this treatise to update his ge-
ometrical elucidations and rewrote these fragments on watermarked paper 
bearing a hand and a three-leaf clover which he subsequently substituted 
for some of the oldest parts of the holography originally written on the paper 
bearing a water-snake. Moreover, the trigonometric part of The Revolutions 
was published by Rheticus in 1542 in Wittenberg as a separate book entitled 
De lateribus et angulis triangulorum. Consequently, associating the date of 
this part of the holograph with the letter to Duke Albert fully coincides with 
the short period between Rheticus’ visit to Frombork and the publication 
of De lateribus.

We do not know which of Copernicus’ manuscripts were in Rheticus’ 
possession when he left Frombork. The extant holograph of De revolution-
ibus probably remained in Varmia and was given to Rheticus, possibly by 
Giese, only after Copernicus’ death. If Rheticus took with him the copy of 
The Revolutions prepared for Petreius, the version was closer to the final 
printed version than the holograph, which is evidenced by hundreds of dif-
ferences between the Nuremberg edition and the holograph. Similarly, we 
do not know if while printing the trigonometric part of De revolutionibus in 
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Nuremberg, Rheticus relied on the updated version of the manuscript for 
Petreius or on yet another copy of it. 

We also do not know about the arrangements made between Coper-
nicus, Rheticus and the printing house as to the final composition of 
the book. One of these mysteries surrounds Bishop Dantyszek’s poem 
which Copernicus had received from him shortly before Rheticus’ depar-
ture from Frombork. The poem was an epigram addressed to the read-
ers of Copernicus’ work, and was possibly intended to be placed at the 
beginning of De revolutionibus.63 This did not happen, however, and 
Dantyszek’s poem precedes Copernicus’ trigonometric treatise published 
by Rheticus in Wittenberg.64 Interestingly enough, one of the copies of 
the first edition of De revolutionibus, which bears Rheticus’ handwritten 
dedication to Aurifaber65, features a Greek poem by Camerarius, also 
written by hand:

On the treatise concerning the Revolutions of Nicholas Copernicus 
the Prussian.
The speakers here are a certain Stranger and a Philosopher.66

– What is this book? – A new one. – And what is new in it?
 – Much indeed! – And is anything good in it? – Every good thing is in it.
– Indeed, I see many diagrams of useful geometry
 And many tables of most admirable numbers.
– This work, then, repels from itself everyone untutored in geometry,
 As did your gate of yore, most excellent Plato,
And it is full of incalculable wisdom. – Is it still possible
 To ask one small question? – Indeed, speak, and you will hear all.
– Does this book give the design of the heavenly motions?
 Or the Winding paths of the much-divided Earth?
– Both, O Stranger. – And how so? Tell it clearly, I entreat you.
 – Come then, open it for yourself and see all.
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– O Zeus! How great a wonder is that which I see! The Earth above
 Is whirled in all directions in the arthereal sphere,
And the sun in the middle of the universe kindles the sacred fire.
 Lying a captive in the prison of Zeus;
Everything is changed, and the Pleiades no longer set
 Nor does Sirius move bringing to mortals the fiery heat.
– In truth, Stranger, every wise thing is a Wonder to the unwise
 And from wonder learning comes to the mortals.
But do not merely Wonder, nor, as do the ignorant
 Before you understand, speak evil of a good thing,
But, examine all things, repeatedly turning them over,
 And ponder deeply what each of them means.
First read all things written by the Megarian [Euclid]
 And whatever else the old man of Syracuse [Archimedes] found
And the labors of the Pelusian [Ptolemy], by which
 He corrects not a few errors of the ancient astronomers;
Thus, Stanger, either learn something good from these if you can,
 Or if you condemn it, produce something better.
But the work of Copernicus, sacred to the muses,
 Will forever have its fame among men of understanding.

Was this poem also meant to precede De revolutionibus? Rheticus had 
already been friends with Camerarius for several years and it was due to the 
latter’s support that Rheticus received the prestigious position of professor 
of higher mathematics at the university in Leipzig. He assumed this position 
in the winter term of 1542, a  fact that significantly influenced the way 
Copernicus’ work was printed. 

Notwithstanding Duke Albert’s letters requesting permission for Rheticus 
to supervise the print of De revolutionibus, the university in Wittenberg 
had other plans as regards their long absent professor. For the period from 
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October 1541 till April 1542 Rheticus was elected Dean of the Faculty of 
Liberal Arts, which entailed additional administrative duties. Rheticus used 
that time to deliver two lectures entitled the Orationes due, subsequently 
printed by Petreius. The first lecture focused on astronomy, whereas the 
second on physics. Both of them can be called manifestos of sorts, and 
both contained erudite references to some earlier authorities but without 
going into details. There was one exception however. While discussing the 
problem of calculating the length of the day and recalling the methods of 
ancient and medieval astronomers, Rheticus mentioned Copernicus’ idea of 
tracing the motion of the Sun not against equinoxes but against the sphere of 
the stars. He did not, however, invoke Copernicus’ name on this occasion.67 

And yet Nuremberg was about to welcome the work which soon proved 
revolutionary for astronomy. It seems that Rheticus arrived in the city in 
May 1542. At that time his position had already been strengthened due to 
his being the author of the First Account dedicated to Schöner as well as 
the publisher of Copernicus’ De lateribus et angulis triangulorum, a treatise 
dedicated to yet another excellent Nuremberg scholar, Hartmann. When 
in June Rheticus left Nuremberg to visit his homeland, Copernicus had just 
finished writing his dedicatory letter to Pope Paul III. Finally, it was this text, 
placed after Osiander’s Ad lectorem and Cardinal Mikołaj Schönberg’s letter 
to Copernicus as of 1536, that stood for the author’s voice in the initial pages 
of The Revolutions. By this time the printing of De revolutionibus had already 
started as Johann Forster, the administrator of the parish of St. Laurence in 
Nuremberg, wrote in his letter from the end of June that the book of “a new 
and extraordinary astronomer” from Prussia should be composed of ap-
proximately 100 sheets of which two he had already seen a month earlier.68

The extent of Rheticus’ involvement in the printing process remains un-
known. Thanks to the erratum found in some of the Nuremberg copies we 
know that the printed sheets were read and a list was made of the identified 
errors.69 In the already mentioned letter from June 1542, Forster reported 
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that the proofreading of Copernicus’ work was done by a certain master from 
Wittenberg, and therefore, as it may seem, by Rheticus. But in the autumn 
Rheticus was already lecturing in Leipzig, a place three hundred kilometres 
away from Nuremberg. Is this the reason why the erratum is incomplete 
and ends on folio 146 recto, in the sixth chapter of Book V, leaving aside 
the last 50 folios of the book? And yet the headline of the erratum reads: 
“Since the printed work has once again been examined and compared to 
the autograph, you will take the trouble to correct the following”.70 Since 
the word ‘autograph’ (autographum) may be understood as a manuscript 
which remains with the author, one can but wonder if Copernicus himself 
prepared the erratum by proofreading the prints dispatched from Nurem-
berg. In this case the incompleteness of the erratum would result from 
Copernicus’ deteriorating health. However, the word ‘autograph’ may also 
denote the manuscript held by the printer or by Rheticus, being an identical 
copy of the one left in Frombork. It should be emphasized here that the 
corrections listed in the erratum do not follow the extant holograph, and 
therefore the copy used for proofreading must have been a more advanced 
editorial version of the holograph. 

Copernicus was struck by illness in December 1542, when his right side was 
paralysed, his memory became distorted and his consciousness started to fail. 
All these symptoms were described to Rheticus by Giese in a letter written two 
months after Copernicus’ death.71 Copernicus was attended primarily by Jerzy 
Donner (d.1544), the canon of Varmia, who had written to Melanchton as 
regards the rector of the Church of St. Mary’s municipal school when he was 
still a town clerk in Danzig. Since Giese was not present at Copernicus’ death-
bed we do not know how precise his information is that Copernicus died on 
May 24, 1543 and that he saw his whole work printed only on that very day.

The printed copies of De revolutionibus reached Rheticus prior to Co-
pernicus’ death. The book was complete by March 1543,72 and Rheticus’ 
dedication in the volume presented to Aurifaber is dated April 20.73 Inci-
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Figure 6. The front page of De revolutionibus (Nuremberg 1543) with the words 
orbium coelestium crossed out (in red) and the dedication: Reverendo D. Georgio 
Donder canonico Varmiensi amico suo, Joachimus Rheticus d[ono] d[edit] (To Rev-
erend Georg Donner, Canon of Varmia, presented by his friend Joachim Rethicus). 
Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, shelf mark Cop 2.
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Figure 7. The anonymous preface Ad lectorem, added by Andreas Osiander in De 
revolutionibus (Nuremberg 1543), crossed out (in red) in the copy presented to Georg 
Donner. Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, shelf mark Cop 2.
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dentally, Aurifaber’s copy is important evidence of Rheticus’ reaction to the 
ultimate shape of the book whose printing he was to supervise. He used his 
red pen to cross out the second part of the title De revolutionibus orbium 
coelestium – both on the front page and in the table of contents (leaving De 
revolutionibus only) – and the anonymous Ad lectorem added by Osiander. 
Similar corrections can be found in the copies sent by Rheticus to Giese and 
to Donner. We do not know if Copernicus wished to or could respond in 
any way to the final form and content of his book.

Harmonious Souls, that is, Philosophical Natures

The First Account was written swiftly. While working on it, Rheticus, eagerly 
devoured the manuscript of De revolutionibus and, no doubt, conferred with 
Copernicus at the same time. If this indeed was the case, to what extent can 
this aspiring mathematician of Wittenberg be truly credited with the design 
and content of the Narratio prima? Did Copernicus give Rheticus a free hand 
and agree even to those passages which he would normally have rejected? 
Or did Rheticus give an account of those things which had been fully ap-
proved of by his tutor? Even though there is no answer to these important 
questions, they remain tantalizing and we are continuously intrigued by the 
construction of some passages of the First Account. 

At the beginning of his account, Rheticus briefly summarizes the content 
of the six books of De revolutionibus. His summary corresponds both with 
the construction of the holograph and with the Nuremberg edition where 
in Book I geocentric astronomy is first rejected and then replaced by a new 
heliocentric cosmology. This is followed by Copernicus’ geometry and, dis-
cussed already in Book II, the fundamentals of spherical astronomy and the 
catalogue of the stars. Thus Rheticus saw in Varmia the already arranged 
outline of the new theory. And yet, unlike Copernicus, he did not offer to 
his readers a revolutionary vision of the world from the very first pages of 
the First Account (he described Book I as containing “a general description 
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of the universe and the foundations by which he undertakes to save the 
appearances and the observations of all ages”, not even mentioning the 
heliocentric theory). Additionally, Rheticus states bluntly: “So far as the first 
two books are concerned, I have thought it unnecessary to write anything 
[…]” – even though, as he himself acknowledges in the previous sentence: 
“I have mastered the first three books, grasped the general idea of the fourth, 
and begun to conceive the hypotheses of the rest”! 74

This strategy allows Rheticus to launch the presentation of Copernicus’ 
achievements from the discussion of the precession of the equinoxes, the 
length of the tropical year, the solar theory and the introduction to the theory 
of the motions of the Moon which is geocentric by nature. Accordingly, he 
relates the content of Book III and IV of De revolutionibus, which to a large 
extent pertains to contemporary practical astronomy, including the issues 
vital for the reform of the calendar. Significantly enough, although Rheticus 
gives only a general description of the theory of the Moon, he goes at length 
to elucidate the problems of the precession and the solar motions, making 
a frequent recourse to figures and calculations. 

In those times the concept of practical astronomy also extended to various 
aspects of astrology. As has already been mentioned, Melanchton perceived 
mathematical astronomy as a God-given instrument which allows man not 
only to adore God’s creation but also to discern in it the incessant manifesta-
tions of Divine power. In this sense, Rheticus remained Melanchton’s faithful 
student. He must have experienced an epiphany of sorts when he learned 
about a certain aspect of Copernicus’ theory that was fit for elaborating the 
concept of historical astrology which was then intensely discussed, not least 
in the scholarly circles of Wittenberg. This discovery has been described by 
Rheticus in the chapter entitled “The Kingdoms of the World Change with 
the Motion of the Eccentric”, which, for a moment, interrupts purely astro-
nomical discourse (as we would call it nowadays). Significantly enough, this 
fragment finds no counterpart in De revolutionibus.
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According to Copernicus’ model of the circulation of the Earth round the 
Sun, the centre of the circle made by our planet itself made a small circle, 
completing the full cycle in 3434 Egyptian years. As a result, the distance 
of this centre from the Sun, i.e. the eccentricity of the Earth, was subject 
to cyclical changes, ranging from the smallest, through the medium, to the 
largest value. Rheticus discusses this phenomenon within the framework of 
geocentric astronomy, replacing the positions of the Sun and the Earth, and 
thus he refers to the eccentricity of the Sun and associates it with the turning 
points in the history of the world, those which have already taken place as 
well as those which are to come. 

We see that all kingdoms have had their beginnings when the center of the 
eccentric was at some special point on the small circle. Thus, when the ec-
centricity of the Sun was at its maximum, the Roman government became 
a monarchy; as the eccentricity decreased, Rome too declined, as though 
aging, and then fell. When the eccentricity reached the boundary and quad-
rant of mean value, the Mohammedan faith was established; another great 
em pire came into being and increased very rapidly, like the change in the 
eccentricity. A hundred years hence, when the eccentricity will be at its mini-
mum, this empire too will complete its period. In our time it is at its pinnacle 
from which equally swiftly, God willing, it will fall with a mighty crash. We 
look forward to the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ when the center of the 
eccentric reaches the other boundary of mean value, for it was in that position 
at the creation of the world.75

We can associate the events mentioned by Rheticus with the dates cal-
culated according to Copernicus’ theory: the Creation of the World – 4354 
B.C., the creation of the Roman monarchy – 65 B.C., the establishment of 
Islam – 794 A.D., the fall of Islam – 1652, and the second coming of Christ 
– 2510.76 Out of these five turning points Rheticus knew only two, and 
the apparent compliance with historical dates must have pleased him. The 
whole historical period comprised the two full cycles of the eccentricity, and 
thus 6868 years in Copernicus’ calculations. “This calculation does not differ 
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much from the saying of Elijah, who prophesied under divine inspiration that 
the world would endure only 6,000 years”77, concluded Rheticus. 

The idea of the cosmic cycles can be traced back to antiquity, and it 
became incorporated into the astrology of the Latin West as late as in the 
12th century with the appearance of the translation of the treatise by Abū 
Ma’šar (Albumasar), a Baghdad astrologer. The treatise entitled De magnis 
coniunctionibus (On the Great Conjunctions) was subsequently published 
first in Augsburg in 1489, and then in Venice in 1515. Albumasar’s ideas 
were elaborated by yet another astrologer from Baghdad, Māšā’ Allāh (Mes-
sahala). The prophecy was based on the observation of the three types of 
conjunctions of the slowest planets, i.e. Jupiter and Saturn. These planets 
meet on the firmament every 20 years which was referred to as the great 
conjunction. When such a meeting finally takes place in one of the signs of 
the zodiac, being in turn part of one of the four triplicities,78 the successive 
conjunctions confine themselves to the signs of this triplicity for the next 240 
years. In this way, the change of the triplicity defined greater conjunctions. 
There were yet conjuctions of another type called the greatest conjunc-
tions which coincided with the completion of the cycle in 960 years when 
conjunctions return to the first triplicity. One example should suffice here. 
According to Messahali, Jupiter and Saturn met for the first time in the watery 
triplicity in 3321 B.C., which presaged the biblical flood. 

The cyclical nature of the history of the world was discussed by Melanch-
ton and his followers, though the recourse made by the Islamic scholars 
to the idea of great conjunctions was criticized time and again. However, 
astrology was still a way to combine the Book of Nature with the Scriptures 
and the history of mankind. In fact, this could be yet another reason for the 
attractiveness of Copernicus’ theory for Rheticus.

In the extant manuscripts of Copernicus there is only one reference to 
astrology found in the introduction to Book I of De revolutionibus. Although 
the fragment is known from the holograph, it is missing from the first edi-
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tions: “If then the value of the arts is judged by the subject matter which 
they treat, that art will be by far the foremost which is labeled astronomy by 
some, astrology by others, but by many of the ancients, the consummation 
of mathematics”79. Consequently, the reference to astrology appears in the 
context of the use of appropriate terminology. And yet Copernicus was 
certainly familiar with astrological practice.

Still a student in Kraków, Copernicus purchased the Latin translation of 
the astronomical treatise entitled De iudiciis astrorum by Albohazen as well 
as the astronomical tables necessary for astrological calculations (the Alfon-
sine Tables and Regiomontanus’ Tabulae directionum).80 Moreover, once 
he had already completed the basic outline of his astronomy, he was to 
some extent involved in preparing tables for practising astrologers. Bernard 
Wapowski, Copernicus’ friend and then the secretary of King Sigismund I, 
reported in a letter as of October 15, 1535, about the dispatch from Kraków 
to Vienna of an astronomical almanac calculated on the basis of some new 
Copernicus tables. Pointing to the errors made by others, Wapowski argued: 
“I wish that this device become widely known, especially among experts in 
heavenly matters who compose almanacs in Germany, in order that they 
make [them] more correct and acknowledge their error and the error of their 
tables”. This seems vital as “neither changes of air nor annual judgments 
can be made correctly without true motions and aspects of the planets”.81 
Interestingly enough, only a few months earlier in the same year, Johannes 
Apelt sent a horoscope from Nuremberg to Duke Albert of Prussia, hinting 
that should he have any problems with interpreting the document or finding 
a competent person for this task, he should turn to the old Canon in From-
bork82. It is highly probable that Apelt had Copernicus in mind though we 
have no further evidence for this identification. 

If so, whose was the idea of putting Copernicus’ theory about the motions 
of the Earth at the service of historical astrology? On the one hand, while re-
ferring to this “prediction” (vaticinium), Rheticus does not associate it directly 
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with Copernicus. On the other hand, Rheticus placed it in the First Account 
of «The Revolutions» by Nicolaus Copernicus when Copernicus was still alive 
and his decision clearly did not ruin their relations as Rheticus remained in 
Varmia long after the publication of his book. 

Rheticus first mentions Copernicus’ concept of the Sun placed in the centre 
of the Universe, and the Earth among other planets, in the conclusion of the 
chapter on the motions of the Moon. By then, the reader has already become 
acquainted with the more practical aspects of Copernicus’ astronomy dis-
cussed from a traditional standpoint, as well as with the model of the motions 
of the Moon which serves as an example of Copernicus’ more ambitious en-
terprise: to free astronomy from the equant. This allows Rheticus to proceed 
to the presentation of other claims included in Book I of De revolutionibus; 
about which he had earlier mentioned that they there was no need to discuss 
them. At this point, however, we eventually learn about the six basic reasons 
for abandoning the hypotheses of ancient astronomers as well as about the 
new system of the world and the justification of the three motions of the Earth.

The first reason for Copernicus’ claim concerning the motion of the Earth 
which Rheticus points to is “the indisputable precession of the equinoxes 
[…] and the change in the obliquity of the ecliptic”. The second reason also 
derives from mathematical astronomy: “the diminution of the eccentricity 
of the sun is observed, for a similar reason and proportionally, in the eccen-
tricities of the other planets”.83 Both problems have already been discussed 
by Rheticus in a relatively thorough way, and yet – surprisingly enough for 
his readers – in the earlier presentation of the theory of precession and the 
diminution of the eccentricity of the Sun, the issue of the motion of the Earth 
was not mentioned at all. 

The next three reasons enumerated by Rheticus refer indirectly or di-
rectly to the authorities. To prove the claim that the centres of the circles 
in which the planets move are located near the Sun, Rheticus points to 
the relevant passages of Pliny’s Natural History. Copernicus also uses this 
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argument (De revolutionibus I,10), although in a somewhat veiled way. Next 
comes the fundamental claim also expressed in the title of the fourth chap-
ter of Book I of De revolutionibus: “The Motion of the Heavenly Bodies 
is Uniform, Eternal, and Circular or Compound of Circular Motions”.84 In 
this way, Copernicus returns to the basic assumptions of heavenly physics 
as set by ancient philosophers, and he rejects the equant derived from the 
mathematical astronomy of Ptolemy. The third reason is well known from 
scholastic disputes and expressed in the form of Galen’s popular aphorisms: 
“Nature does nothing without purpose” and “So wise is our Maker that each 
of his works has not one use, but two or three or often more”.85 Although 
this reason can also be found in De revolutionibus I,10, Rheticus cites the 
ancient authority in Greek, whereas Copernicus writes in Latin and does not 
point to the source of his inspiration.

The sixth and final reason for rejecting the old cosmological ideas consists 
in the fundamental justification of the heliocentric system and is also articu-
lated by Copernicus both in his dedicatory letter to the Pope (Rheticus was 
ignorant of this text when he wrote his Account) as well as in the key passage 
of the tenth chapter of Book I of De revolutionibus. Having introduced the 
new arrangement of the spheres, Copernicus states: “In this arrangement, 
therefore, we discover a marvelous symmetry of the universe, and an es-
tablished harmonious linkage between the motion of the spheres and their 
size, such as can be found in no other way”.86 In turn, Rheticus writes about 
the discovery of “the rule which reminds us that the order and motions of 
the heavenly spheres agree in an absolute system”.87 He also refers to the 
apologia for the Sun, found in the same chapter in Copernicus’ work, but 
he puts his major emphasis on the special importance of the mean motion 
of the sun in geocentric astronomy (the phenomenon resulting from the 
annual circulation of the Earth round the Sun). Interestingly enough, here 
too Rheticus seems to be echoing Copernicus’ later argument from the 
dedicatory letter: “Mathematics is written for mathematicians”.88
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Setting the ground for the introduction of the new cosmology, Rheticus 
reaches for an irrefragable argument: the results of the observations force 
us to reform astronomy and had Aristotle, Ptolemy and Averroes (the most 
Aristotelian of all Islamic scholars) known them, they would have supported 
Copernicus’ theory. The chapter is short and the careful arrangement of 
citations only strengthens its message. 

The concise description of the heliocentric system of the universe is 
placed by Rheticus in-between citations from Aristotle and Pliny which are 
absent from De revolutionibus, like the citations mentioned in the previous 
chapter. When Rheticus, following Copernicus, refers to the relativity of 
motion by using Virgil’s words, he finds a relevant passage in the Eneid, 
although different than the one already used by his preceptor. 

Rheticus also returns to the problem which was first brought up by 
Copernicus: he juxtaposes the incoherence of geocentric theories and cer-
tain randomness of the constructions proposed by them with “the inexpress-
ible harmony and agreement of all things”89 in the heliocentric system. The 
chapter ends with a remark concerning the number of planets circulating 
round the Sun: 

By what number could anyone more easily have persuaded mankind that 
the whole universe was divided into spheres by God the Author and Creator 
of the world? For the number six is honored beyond all others in the sacred 
prophecies of God and by the Pythagoreans and the other philosophers. 
What is more agreeable to God’s handiwork than that this first and most 
perfect work should be summed up in this first and most perfect number?90

In Rheticus’ view the number of planets in the heliocentric system, which 
happens to be also the first perfect number,91 becomes the best warranty 
of the newly discovered heavenly harmony (harmonia coelestis). Sixty years 
later, Johannes Kepler, in his first Copernican treatise, Mysterium cosmo-
graphicum, will strive to prove that the Creator used five Platonic polyhedra 
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to construct the world and it is their nature that is reflected in the number 
of spheres, and in their proportions and causes of motion. 

The chapter devoted to the three motions of the Earth is in fact a return 
to the description of the solutions applied by Copernicus in his heliocentric 
astronomy. However, prior to the presentation of planetary models, Rhet-
icus makes yet another personal detour. He sketches a general and rather 
idealized portrayal of Copernicus as an investigating astronomer. Copernicus 
always begins with the observations made both by the ancient scholars and 
by himself to verify the compliance of the models of the motions of heavenly 
bodies with reality. What follows is the comparison of Copernicus’ conclu-
sions with ancient theories. And if “he finds that astronomical proof requires 
their rejection”, he puts forward some new hypotheses “not indeed without 
divine inspiration and the favor of the gods”.92 At this point, Copernicus falls 
back on geometry to draw conclusions based on these hypotheses which, in 
turn, allows him to check them against his observations. The ultimate conse-
quence is the new laws of astronomy. Following this description is Rheticus’ 
enumeration of some dubious solutions of Ptolemaic astronomy such as 
the equant or the theory of the motion of the planets in latitude. Finally, he 
presents the theory of the motion of the planets in longitude and latitude, 
i.e. he summarizes the content of Book V and VI of De revolutionibus.

At the end of the astronomical part, Rheticus promises that once he 
has studied De revolutionibus more thoroughly he should write a Second 
Account. Then he makes his apologies in case he has all too eagerly stood 
“against venerable and sacred antiquity” for which he implores Schöner’s 
leniency. Additionally, he affirms that Copernicus’ only wish was to follow 
Ptolemy, just as Ptolemy followed the path of yet earlier astronomers. How-
ever, the phenomena and mathematics left him no choice. Whatever he did 
was not motivated by a mere quest for novelty as “[s]uch is his time of life, 
such his seriousness of character and distinction in learning, such, in short, 
his loftiness of spirit and greatness of mind […]”.93 The paragraph ends with 
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a declaration to subject Copernicus’ work to other people’s assessment, 
which presumably heralds the publication of De revolutionibus.

The First Account concludes with the longest of Rheticus’ personal writ-
ings and the least astronomical, i.e. the Encomium Prussiae (“In Praise of 
Prussia”). From the standpoint of the history of science, this text appears 
exceptionally interesting, predominantly because of the account of the dis-
cussion of Giese and Copernicus concerning the necessity of the publication 
of De revolutionibus. In this context, one can but wonder to what extent 
Rheticus follows his own information strategy or the strategy agreed upon 
with Giese and Copernicus, or perhaps, simply relates the events which were 
described to him by, as he put it, “friends familiar with the whole matter”.94 

Undoubtedly Giese attempted earlier to convince Copernicus to make 
his discoveries public. We know that both friends wrote to each other about 
this matter. At the beginning of the 17th century, Jan Brożek, a professor at 
the Academy of Cracow, was still in possession of the twenty letters which 
Giese and Copernicus had exchanged on the subject.95 Giese also wrote, 
probably in the 1530s, a short treatise entitled the Hyperaspisticon wherein 
he defended the heliocentric theory.96 Consequently, Rheticus could meet 
with a thoroughly devised strategy. 

The first of Giese’s arguments recalled by Rheticus pertained to the reform 
of the calendar, an issue crucial for the Church. Copernicus was said to have 
yielded and declared that he would prepare astronomical tables based on 
his theory, without however revealing any of his fundamental assumptions. 
Giese was critical of this idea: the tables devoid of theoretical background 
would have been imperfect, whereas mathematics relied on evidence and 
on not taking anything for granted. Additionally, the novelty of Copernicus’ 
theory would hinder or altogether make it impossible for others to discover 
the fundamental assumptions of the new approach on the basis of the tables 
alone. If, however, Copernicus, decides to present his theory he can first of 
all provoke some of the more intelligent and better educated philosophers 
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to reconsider Aristotle’s arguments about the motionless Earth, even more 
so that “they desire to look to the principal end of astronomy and to the 
power and the efficacy of God and nature”.97 Secondly, Copernicus should 
not be afraid of criticism. Thus, Ptolemy himself was criticized, and one 
should disregard the opinions of the uneducated people who are ignorant 
of geometry.

The striking feature is the emphasis placed on the usefulness of Coperni-
cus’ theory in the matters of the calendar, and therefore in pastoral matters. 
Fittingly enough, Rheticus stresses that Giese is a high church official of ex-
ceptional mind and spirit. The contradiction with Aristotelian physics is again 
played down by stressing the discrepancy between what Aristotle knew in his 
time and what he would do with the knowledge accessible to Copernicus. 
Last but not least, a true scholar cannot be afraid of criticism notwithstanding 
its source. What is missing here is the question of the possible incompatibility 
of the heliocentric theory with the official interpretation of the Scriptures, 
as well as Rheticus himself and his role in persuading Copernicus to publish 
his manuscript. 

“In Praise of Prussia” ends with a brief erudite piece on harmonious souls 
where Rheticus manages to accommodate both Plato and the anecdote 
about the king of Scythes.

Even though Rheticus praises in the Narratio prima Copernicus’ excellent 
mind and character, he reveals few details from his life. This can be partially 
ascribed to the fact – known from Giese – that Rheticus wrote a separate 
biography of the astronomer (which has unfortunately perished). The First 
Account confirms the information known from other sources such as, for 
example, Copernicus’ commitment to astronomical observations in Bologna 
and Rome, associating him in Bologna with an Italian astronomer and astrol-
ogist, Dominico Maria di Novara. An interesting hint about the instruments 
available to Copernicus pertains to Giese’s equatorial ring. In De revolu-
tionibus, Copernicus meticulously described the construction of his major 
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instruments, these being a solar quadrant, parallactic ruler and armillary 
astrolabe (in which he followed the Almagest), but he did not mention this 
particular Ptolemy instrument, used for observing equinoxes. It is intriguing 
to know that Copernicus “always has before his eyes the observations of all 
ages together with his own, assembled in order as in a catalogue”.98 If such 
a catalogue indeed existed, it would be an invaluable source of information 
about Copernicus’ readings as well as about his own observational activities. 
And yet the extant material amounts to 60 astronomical observations of 
Copernicus, of which approximately one half was included in De revolu-
tionibus, whereas the rest survived scattered over the pages of the books 
from his library. 

By writing his Narratio prima Rheticus also set a rhetorical fashion of refer-
ring to Copernicus as a new Ptolemy. He wrote: “I rather compare him with 
Ptolemy […] because my teacher shares with Ptolemy the good fortune of 
completing, with the aid of divine kindness, the reconstruction of astrono-
my […]”.99 Both contemporary and later scholars followed Rheticus in this, 
even if they did not entirely agree with the heliocentric astronomy. Gem-
ma Frisius (1508–55), for example, would refer to Copernicus as “another 
Ptolemy”,100 Reinhold – as “another Atlas or Ptolemy”,101 Tycho Brahe, in 
1574, in his lecture on mathematics, spoke about “another Ptolemy”,102 
whereas Michael Maestlin (1550–1631), the teacher of Kepler, on his copy 
of De revolutionibus wrote about Copernicus: “after Ptolemy, the prince of 
all Astronomers”.103

The Fruit of Copernicus’ Most Abundant Gardens

We do not know how many copies of the Narratio prima were printed in 
Danzig. Whatever was the case, Rheticus made sure that they reached the 
right people. Malanchton must have been pleased with the heliocentric justi-
fication of historical cycles. The readers in Nuremberg received not only the 
overview of the basic assumptions of the new theory but also some details 
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and figures referring to the precession and, in traditional terminology, to the 
motion of the Sun. Having read the First Account, Gasser, a physician with 
a keen interest in astrology, astronomy and geography, and Rheticus’ friend 
and mentor, enthusiastically welcomed Copernicus’ discoveries which he 
described in his letter to Vögelin:

Nevertheless, what it undoubtedly seems to offer is the restoration – or rather, 
the rebirth – of a true system of astronomy. For in particular it makes highly 
evidential claims concerning questions that have long been sweated over 
and debated all across the world not only by very learned mathematicians 
but also by the greatest philosophers: the number of the heavenly spheres, 
the distance of the stars, the rule of the Sun, the position and courses of the 
planets, the exact measurement of the year, the specification of solstitial and 
equinoctial points, and finally the position and motion of the Earth, along 
with other such difficult matters.104

Apart from Rheticus’ book, this was probably the first text whose author 
was embracing heliocentrism. Gasser’s whole letter also became the preface 
to the second edition of the Narratio published in Basel in 1541 in Robert 
Winter’s printing house. Similarly as the first edition in Gdańsk, the second 
edition was printed in octavo, and the long erratum compiled by Zell was 
used to remove the errors found in the original publication. 

Gasser once again praised Copernicus’ astronomy in the preface to his 
astrological practica for 1546. He dedicated the Latin version of his book 
to Rheticus, inviting him to write a new introduction to the heliocentric as-
tronomy, and the German version to Caspar Joachim Täntzel, a gentleman 
from Tyrol.105 In his German preface Gasser once again presented Coper-
nicus’ theory as a new cosmological doctrine describing the true system of 
the world. 

Rheticus never compiled a new introduction to Copernicus’ theory (just 
as he did not write a Narratio secunda even though he mentioned such an 
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intent in the First Account on several occasions) but in 1550 he published the 
Ephemerides novae … ad annum 1551 – the presentation of astronomical 
phenomena in 1551 calculated on the basis of De revolutionibus. In the 
preface to his treatise Rheticus referred to some facts from Copernicus’ life 
(e.g. he confirmed Copernicus’ close acquaintance with Dominico Maria di 
Novara), cites some of Copernicus’ opinions (usually on earlier astronomers), 
and declares that while writing the Ephemerides he “strove not to deviate 
from Copernicus’ theory even by a single inch […]”.106 In 1550 there ap-
peared yet another version of the Copernican astronomical calendar. This 
one was entitled the Ephemerides duorum annorum 50. et 51. supputatae 
ex novis tabulis astronomicis and authored by Reinhold, Rheticus’ older 
friend from Wittenberg. The “the new tables” mentioned in the title were 
in fact the famous Prutenicae tabulae coelestium motuum (Prutenic Tables) 
published by Reinhold a year later.  

Reinhold undertook to prepare the astronomical tables on the basis of Co-
pernicus’ theory soon after he had read De revolutionibus. As early as in Janu-
ary 1544 he informed Duke Albert that he intended to call them the Prutenic 
Tables.107 However, the project required a lot of time as Reinhold first had to 
derive from Copernicus’ work the parameters of the planetary models, then 
recalculate them, and finally set the results in a convenient form typical of 
the astronomical practice of that time.108 Three centuries earlier the Ptolemaic 
theory was used in a similar way to develop the Alfonsine Tables.109 Reinhold’s 
aim here was obvious: the Prutenic Tables were to replace the Alfonsine 
Tables. Even if this aim was not entirely achieved, Reinhold succeeded other-
wise: following his publication, all those wishing to calculate the positions of 
celestial bodies according to Copernicus’ theory reached not for De revolu-
tionibus but for the Prutenic Tables which were easier to use.110

This does not mean, however, that Reinhold shared Rheticus’ enthusiasm 
for the new world model. Neither the Narratio prima nor De revolutionibus 
made the scholars of the influential academic centre in Wittenberg embrace 
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the heliocentric cosmology.111 They did however recognize the usefulness 
of Copernicus’ mathematical constructions for astronomical calculations. 
On the front page of his copy of De revolutionibus Reinhold wrote: “The 
axiom of astronomy: Celestial motion is uniform and circular, or composed 
of uniform and circular motions”.112 This view was also shared by others, 
whereas Gasser’s stance was an exception. 

The year 1551 saw the publication of Reinhold’s Prutenic Tables and was 
also an important year in Rheticus’ life as he published the Canon doctrinae 
triangulorum (Canon of the Science of Triangles) in Wolfgan Gunther’s printing 
house in Leipzig. Rheticus was interested in this domain of mathematics at 
least from the time when he assisted in the printing of the trigonometric part 
of De revolutionibus i.e. De lateribus. This publication featured a table which 
was a modified and extended version of Copernicus’ table of half-chords 
subtending double arcs which corresponded to the sinus. Rheticus could 
have had a hand in this small modification.113 However in 1551, Rheticus, 
presently professor at Leipzig University, went a few steps further. He became 
the first scholar ever to include in his canon the tables of all six trigonometric 
functions, and additionally to assign their values directly to the angles of the 
triangle and not to the chords of the circle as had been done before him.114 
Still in the same year, 1551, Leipzig was stunned by a sex scandal involving 
Rheticus which eventually made him leave both the university and the city. 

The forced trip was not the first of Rheticus’ prolonged wanderings since 
he had submitted De revolutionibus for print and moved from Wittenberg to 
Leipzig. In the autumn of 1545 Rheticus travelled to Milan to meet the re-
nowned Italian mathematician and astrologer Girolamo Cardano (1501–76) 
to whom he delivered the natal horoscopes of some important persons. 
When a few months later he was leaving Italy, his health was devastated by 
a nervous breakdown. He spent this difficult time at his friend’s home in 
Lindau. Finally, he turned up at the university in Leipzig at the beginning of 
the winter term in 1548. In 1551 he left Leipzig, this time for ever. 
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Figure 8. Rheticus’ gnomon in Cracow. Ioannis Verneri … De triangulis sphoerici Libri 
Quatuor. De meteoroscopiis libri sex. Nunc primum Studio & Diligentia Georgii Ioa-
chimi Rhetici in lucem editi, Crakow 1557. The handwritten note gives information 
about the height of the obelisk: 45 Roman feet i.e. approximately 13 meters. The 
Jagiellonian Library, shelf mark BJ St Dr. Cim.8274.
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Following a  two-year sojourn in Prague where he studied medicine, 
Rheticus finally reached Cracow. He settled down for good in the city where 
his preceptor had learned the fundamentals of astronomy. Rheticus certain-
ly benefited from his aura of a Copernicus’ student and propagator of the 
reformed astronomy. As soon as in the first year of his stay he managed to 
convince Jan Boner, a wealthy Cracow citizen, to finance the construction of 
a huge gnomon whose height went above ten meters. He wrote in one of his 
letters: “By this means, God willing, I shall describe anew the whole sphere of 
the fixed stars”.115 Rheticus was fascinated with the gnomon – an instrument 
constructed in a way resembling Egyptian obelisks – till the end of his life.

Whatever were Rheticus’ plans as regards astronomy, he never man-
aged to reach the level set by the Narratio prima, and even more so by De 
revolutionibus. As late as in 1563 he wrote to Tadeáš Hájek (1525–1600), 
a Czech astronomer:

I have just reviewed Copernicus’ work and I am planning to append it with 
our commentaries. My friends insist that I undertake this project following 
the recent conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter which was observed on August 
25 at half past seven p.m. […].116

Rheticus also failed to keep his promise this time. However, he continued 
to be fascinated by the apparent relationship between celestial cycles and 
the history of the world, the relationship which he so astonishingly accom-
modated into his First Account. Rheticus confirmed this fascination in 1557 
in a dedicatory letter to King Ferdinand which was to precede the edition 
of the works of Johannes Werner prepared in Cracow: 

As regards the stars, I do believe that the Ottoman empire is about to plunge 
into inevitable, sudden, unexpected and astonishing catastrophe as the com-
ing under the influence of the fiery triplicity and the power of watery triplicity 
begins to fail.117
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In 1572 Rheticus wrote yet another vaticinium, this one prophesizing the 
fate of the seven successive kings of Poland.118

In the meantime the third edition of Narratio prima was printed. It ac-
companied the second edition of De revolutionibus, published in Basel by 
Sebastian Henric Petri. Rheticus’ text was again preceded by Gasser’s letter 
and placed after Copernicus’ treatise (the page numbers ran continuously 
throughout the whole book), however, in an abbreviated version without 
“In Praise of Prussia”. Due to the fact that this edition of De revolutionibus 
was printed in a larger quarto format, the text was set in two columns and 
the printer remained faithful to the content of the second edition. 

Although Rheticus had a reputation in Cracow of a good physician and as-
trologer, he never discarded mathematics and worked on his opus magnum 
i.e. the most complete and most extensive trigonometric tables which had 
been merely foreshadowed by the Canon published in Leipzig. However, 
other duties and limited financial means would slow down his calculations 
and the overall process of writing. In his somewhat sneering commentary on 
Rheticus’ medical authorities, Andreas Dudithius (1533–89), a Hungarian 
humanist and diplomat based in Cracow, reported in 1570:

Rheticus keeps playing Argonaut, and with the Swiss, Theophrastus [Paracel-
sus], as his pilot, he takes the course straight into the rocks […] I am saddened 
by this and I often tell him that everybody should commit himself to those 
arts which he knows best but all in vain. Neither Praetorius, nor Schüler, 
nor myself can win him back for mathematics. Medicine is important and 
brings profits but we all agree that one should not follow the footsteps of 
Theophrastus.119

Presumably it was the opportunity of continuing his work in better con-
ditions which made Rheticus leave Cracow in 1572 and move to Košice 
(Cassovia) where he accepted the invitation of Baronet Johannes Rueber 
who agreed to pay for arithmeticians assisting in the compilation of his trig-
onometric tables. In the meantime, in Wittenberg, Rheticus’ enterprise be-
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came known to Praetorius Valentin Otho (Otto, approximately 1550–1603) 
who had been impressed by reading the Canon of the Science of Triangles. 
He decided to join Rheticus in Košice. This is how he described their meet-
ing in the spring of 1574:

The first few sentences were enough for him to understand the reason for my 
arrival. “I was your age when I visited Copernicus!” – exclaimed Rheticus. 
“Had it not been for my visit, his work would have never seen the printer”.120

Otho’s stay with Rheticus was shorter than Rheticus’ visit in Frombork as 
the latter died in Košice on December 4, 1574. As far as Otho’s report on his 
first encounter with Rheticus might have been to some extent exaggerated, 
he in fact played a more important role in making Rheticus’ work accessible 
to the world than Rheticus’ did in the publication of De revolutionibus. In the 
next twenty years Otho managed to complete the work on the trigonometric 
tables and to write the accompanying text. The monumental work of more 
than 14,000 pages was published in 1596 with the support of Frederic IV, 
Elector Palatine. The tables of the six functions brought together in the Opus 
Palatinum de triangulis were computed in intervals of 10 seconds of arc 
and calculated to 10 decimal places. They were replaced by more accurate 
tables as late as at the beginning of the 20th century.121

Otho would admit that what made him travel to Košice was primarily the 
dialogue placed by Rheticus at the end of his Canon published in Leipzig.122 
The dialogue of the lover of mathematics and his guest began with a ques-
tion concerning Rheticus. The lover of mathematics replied: “It is indeed the 
man who treats us to the fruit of Copernicus’ most abundant gardens”.123 
Perhaps what Rheticus had in mind was not only the Narratio prima but his 
more advanced trigonometric studies. If this was the case, he would have 
been pleased with the “conjunction of 1596” when both the Opus Palatinum 
and the fourth successive edition of the First Account were published. The 
latter was prepared by Maestlin who, while supervising the publication of 
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Kepler’s Mysterium cosmographicum (Tübingen 1596), attached Rheticus’ 
treatise to the work of his former student.124

In his edition, Maestlin gave to the Narratio prima its own front page, 
kept Vögelin’s poem but inserted a five-page preface preceding Gasser’s 
letter. In this preface he justified attaching Rheticus’ account to Kepler’s 
work. Accordingly, he claimed that the introduction to Copernicus’ as-
tronomy in the Mysterium cosmographicum was excessively brief and that 
Rheticus often explained in a more elucidating way matters which ap-
peared obscure in Copernicus’ own work.125 Maestlin also added some 
marginal notes about the subject matter, emphasising the figures (the re-
sults of the observations, parameters of the theory, etc.), and offering cross 
references to the relevant passages in other works, including, naturally, 
De revolutionibus. However, there are also some other comments. At the 
point where Rheticus admits: “[…] I am persuaded that now at last I have 
a more accurate understanding of that delightful maxim which on account 
of its weightiness and truth is attributed to Plato: ‘God ever geometrizes’ 
[…]”,126 Maestlin remarked: “[I wonder] what Rehticus would say if he 
had learned that the Divine geometry corresponds to the five regular solids 
described by Kepler?”.127

Another extra feature became the four figures as Rheticus did not include 
a single illustration. One of these figures was copied from De revolution-
ibus,128 but the three remaining figures were drawn by Maestlin himself. 
Two of them which depicted the motions of the equinox129 and of the 
celestial pole130 according to Copernicus’ theory (the third was supposed 
to be a more precise representation of the systems of the spheres in the 
heliocentric model of Cosmos131) were accompanied by descriptions. These 
however were not the only textual interpolations made by Maestlin. He 
added, for example, the information which Rheticus obviously could not 
supply, i.e. the date of Copernicus’ death as of January 19, 1543 (which is 
incidentally wrong)132, and the report of Tycho Brahe of 1588 about his suc-
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Figure 9. The page from the fourth edition of the Narratio prima (Tübingen 1596) 
with the interpolated diagram depicting the motion of the equinox and the descrip-
tion. It was attached by Michael Maestlin to the chapter “Special Consideration of 
the Length of the Tropical Year”. ETH-Bibliothek Zürich/e-rara.ch.
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cess in measuring the parallax of Mars in opposition.133 The fourth edition of 
the Narratio prima also comprised “In Praise of Prussia” and was followed by 
the appendix written by Maestlin and entitled: “On the Dimensions of the 
Heavenly Circles […] after the Theory of Nicolaus Copernicus”.

In 1621 the second edition of Kepler’s Mysterium cosmographicum ap-
peared, with yet another edition of the First Account also including the illus-
trations made by Maestlin. Four years earlier Copernicus’ work was printed 
for the third time in Amsterdam. In this way the final result of the contest 
the Narratio prima vs. De revolutionibus equaled 5 to 3. 

Jarosław Włodarczyk
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 Lubawa town went into this publication not without a reason. 
The figure of Nicolaus Copernicus is the key one in the history of 
Lubawa and he is associated with the figures of Chełmno bishops who 
resided on the Lubawa castle. One of the bishops, Jan Dantyszek, 
Nicolaus Copernicus corresponded with while the other, Tiedemann 
Giese, was his friend and they would meet in Lubawa. 
The figure of Georg Joachim Rheticus is also of a vital importance as 
he came to Lubawa with Nicolaus Copernicus to acquaint Giese with 
the most famous work of the astronomer, titled “De revolutionibus 
orbium coelestium”  (On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres), 
which at those times was a revolutionary one for the world of science. 
It was in Lubawa in 1539 that the crucial decision to publish the great 
work of Nicolaus Copernicus was made.
The figures of both Copernicus and Rheticus will undoubtedly be 
mentioned on numerous occasions in the year 2016, when the 
Lubawa land will celebrate its decent 800 jubilee. It was in 1216 when 
the name terra lubovia appeared in the bull of the Pope Innocent III. 
I am inviting you to Lubawa – the town of Copernicus, Rheticus, 
Chełmno bishops, rich history and the pleasantly surprising present 
day.

Dear Readers,

 The Mayor of Lubawa Town

Maciej Radtke

Lubawa, 31st March, 2015
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